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The industry’s most scalable and flexible SD-WAN virtual instance

Ecessa’s virtual offering is a full featured SD-WAN solution for your virtualized environments, supporting a multi-

tenant, scalable, cost-effective platform for headquarters, data center or colocations, and Microsoft Azure® public 

cloud instances. Seamlessly integrate all the benefits of Ecessa’s WANworX® solutions, including Never Down®  

SD-WAN that provides intelligence and control of all WAN connection types, from any provider, in the most 

challenging network configurations. The WANworX software stack also includes a Layer 7 Next Generation Firewall, 

encryption, and full routing capabilities. Combined with Ecessa Insight®, this complete solution allows customer 

networks to automatically see, act and report on all network connection issues.

Compatible with VMWare® ESXi, KVM, and Microsoft HyperV hypervisors, Ecessa’s virtual solution offers customers 

unprecedented performance on their existing industry standard x86 server platforms. With native Azure support, 

customers can spin up a virtual instance in the public cloud to provide same-IP failover to hosted voice and 

other cloud services. This superior architecture and design makes the Ecessa virtual product perfectly tailored for 

maximum throughput performance in a lightweight, efficient, compact offering.

For technical specifications on WANworX virtual instances, including throughput performance, see Ecessa’s 

support portal at https://support.ecessa.com. On the Microsoft Azure Marketplace, search for Ecessa.
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ECESSA WANworX®

SD-WAN VIRTUAL INSTANCE - NOW WITH NATIVE AZURE SUPPORT

The Ecessa Difference

Ecessa’s virtual product seamlessly integrates 

into your virtualized infrastructure, offering 

the benefits of SD-WAN for your network. 

This innovative solution provides many 

benefits over the competition by being:

• Flexibility: Virtual instances can run

on VMware ESXi, KVM, and Microsoft

HyperV

• Lightweight: Virtual instances can run

with minimal resources; as little as 2GB

RAM and 2GB of storage

• High Performance: Includes all the

WANworX stack features (Firewall,

Encryption, Routing) while pushing

greater than 1 Gbps throughput for

multiple ISP connections

Now you can have Your SD-WAN - Anywhere™ with WANworX by Ecessa.

https://support.ecessa.com/hc/en-us/sections/202946623-Virtual-Machines
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/ecessa.wanworx-vm?tab=PlansAndPrice

